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ANALYSIS OF SYNONYMS FOR THE CONCEPT OF TEACHER IN

GERMAN AND UZBEK

Mamasoliev Rustamjon Adhamjonovich

Teacher, Fergana State University,

E-mail address: mamasoliyev1074@gmail.com

Abstract: In this article has been expressed the functions of  the concept

“Teacher” and realized in specific discourse. Therefore, the author showed using

the concept  ”Teacher” and also the paper deals with synonyms of the concept as

well

     Key words: concept, word, knowledge, teacher, pedagogue, educator, Trainer,

Tutor, Master, Coach, governess, lecturer, speaker, addressee, semantic signs.

The root of great knowledge is embodied in you,

You give education from different fields.

When I listen to it, even a small body,

Grow up like a mature person, teacher

INTRODUCTION. 

The word is an integral part of the vocabulary of the language, the spiritual

wealth of the people. The word reflects the knowledge, experience, imagination of

mankind about the world, nature, society that surrounds it. Any event is an event,

even human knowledge,  created through conscious,  creative activities,  practical

and theoretical  knowledge,  emotions are  expressed through words.  We think it

would be useful to get acquainted with the terms concept, concept and meaning,

views  and  concepts  related  to  them.  The  concept  is  a  basic  concept  of

linguocognitology, a mental unit that forms the content of knowledge in the human

mind. Concepts form a unique conceptosphere in the minds of each nation, people,
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people,  "the  conceptosphere  of  man  and  society  is  constantly  changing,"  say

dentists A.P. Babushkin and I.A. Sternin (1,10).

Well-known cognitologist, prof. According to Safarov, “the concept is also a

unity  of  thought  and  is  based  on  the  generalization  of  concepts,  images  and

linguistic  meaning.  The  formation  of  a  concept  begins  with  the  birth  of  an

individual image and ends with the emergence of a linguistic unit. The subject is

the conscious perception of events and the way in which the image is formed in

their  imagination.  The accumulated  knowledge is  formed differently and has  a

different character.  This directly leads to the formation of concepts in different

groups and structures. [3, 96].

Russian linguist GS Kubryakova describes the concept as follows: "A concept is a

mental  structure  that  is  a  quantum or  generalization  of  knowledge of  different

order and appearance" (5.90).

If  the  word teacher  means  a  male  teacher,  the  word teacher  is  used  for

female  teachers.  The  teacher  is  a  woman.  Otin  doesn't  know  how  to  say

grandmother..what about the teacher? (M.Ismaili, Fergana until dawn).

Thus, the concept of "teacher-educator" includes all the characteristics of a teacher

known to us -  characteristics,  responsibilities,  place in society,  and so on.  It  is

natural to say that the concept of a teacher is a positive attitude towards a person -

"a kind teacher, a caring teacher."

In  this  enlightened  world,  there  is  hardly  a  selfless  professional  who  is

willing to sacrifice himself as a teacher and perfect another. The teacher is not an

ordinary person, he is a symbol of thinking and wisdom. The Prophet (peace and

blessings  of  Allaah  be  upon  him)  said:  “Knowledge  is  the  opposite  of

enlightenment. Where there is a Master, there is no ignorance, all evil is blocked.

It's a country where the sun shines, honoring the teacher. ” In fact, these words,

which are close to our hearts, have a great meaning and content, because every

person is educated in the hands of a teacher, educated by a coach and a teacher.
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Let us consider this word in the example of the German concept of Lehrer.

Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1993) has the following meanings:

[10, letter L].

Summarizing the views on the concept description and definition, Professor O.Q.

Yusupov defines a concept as  follows:  a concept is  a set  of  knowledge in our

minds about something or an event in the external and internal world, images about

it and positive, negative neutral attitude to it, that is, evaluation ”[6,10].

We have a relatively internal structure of the concept, which is the result of

cognitive  activity  of  the  individual  and  society,  a  complex,  encyclopedic

information  about  the  object  or  event  it  reflects,  the  interpretation  of  that

information by the social consciousness, the code of human thinking we describe it

as a discrete mental structure whose basic unit is ”[7, 102].

 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to express this tariff more clearly and precisely, we also found it

appropriate to refer to the concept of "teacher". The introduction of Arabic words

into the Uzbek language is associated with the occupation of Central Asia by the

Arabs  and  its  historical  and  social  consequences.  In  the  past,  the  dominant

language of Arabic was the official state language, the language of education, the

language of science and culture, the language of fiction, religion and Sharia, which

led to the introduction of Arabic words into Uzbek.

 The  school,  education,  secretary,  correspondent,  teacher,  spirituality,  art,

literature,  people,  minister,  poet,  homeland,  state,  article,  scientific  work,

education, industry, information, employee, translator, student, south, north, which

are currently actively used in our language ,  words such as anhar,  pool,  form,

signature, letter are Arabic adjectives.

     The most important features of Arabic words are: 1) at the beginning of the

word come the elements -ma, -mu: madrasa, school, meeting, discussion, teacher,

mudarris, critic, translator, artist, negotiator, etc .; 2) at the end of the word there

are elements -ot, -yat, -yot, -at: propaganda, propaganda, information, necessity,
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power,  society,  discovery,  medicine,  offspring,  trade,  generosity;  3)  the  word

structure includes'  (tutuk sign):  art,  alo,  rano,  meaning,  holiday,  architect,  bow,

objection, speed, belief, proclamation, etc .; 4) In the structure of the word, two

vowels  come  side  by  side:  family,  poet,  doir,  happiness,  education,  church,

recitation.

         It is clear from the above sources that the word "TEACHER" comes from

Arabic, but in Uzbek it has already been mastered and it means a teacher, that is, a

person who teaches: a teacher, a pedagogue.

Do you enter the classroom as a teacher or as a visual tool for medieval history? (S.

Siyoev, Light) [9, 102].

The salary of a teacher of fiqh was 300 dirhams (Science and Life).

Another  educator,  one  who teaches  something  to  someone;  master  also  means

teacher.

Lehrerin - used in reference to the female gender, meaning teacher.

Sie ist Lehrerin von Beruf- She is a teacher by profession

Sie ist als Lehrerin tätig - She works as a teacher

Lehrer- belongs to the masculine gender and means teacher. Männlicher Lehrer

(male  teacher)  1.  a):  ein  männlicher  Vorfahr,  der  weiter  entfernt  ist  als  ein

Elternteil: Vorfahr, Vorfahr (erkak, ajdod, bobo) b): eins verband sich auf eine Art

und Weise, die parallel zu r war , was the Beziehung des Vaters zu seinem Kind

andeutet  (a  person  who  is  in  a  relationship  with  his  father):  jemand,  der

ausgeprägte  und  verehrte  auch:  jemand,  der  als  Führer  und  Wohltäter  eine

Autorität hat (a person in an official position of way and mercy) c): ein alter Mann

(elder, ancestor) ein respektvoller Absender (respectful form of appeal) 2 a: eine,

die entsteht oder einrichtet: eine, die zuerst konstruiert, entwirft oder einrahmt (the

person who first  built,  designed or  built  something) b ::  Pilgervater (dast  labki

ziyoratchi,  dindor):  Lehrer-Prototyp  (prototip  timsol)  3:  einer  der  führenden

Männer eines Landes, einer Stadt oder eines Rates - Verwendung in pl. (one of the
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leaders of the country, city or district) 4: das älteste oder das vorsitzende Mitglied

einer assoziierten Gruppe 1993, 828).

So, in German, the concept of "Lehrer" (teacher) includes the characteristics

of the character, functions, place in society, position, and so on.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Professor G.M. Hoshimov suggests a unique classification of the concept.

He  first  distinguishes  between  linguistic  and  non-linguistic  concepts.  Then

nolinguistic  concepts  are  divided  into  the  following  subconcentrations:  private

(intranational), general (international, universal), simple and applied macro - and

macro concentrations, double concentrations (parnye), trapezoidal - synonymous

by  semantic  properties,  ominom,  antonym,  hyponym,  hyperonym,  parxnim,

monosemantic pomisemantic and syncretic concentrations [11, 218].

In support of the linguist's opinion, we also analyzed the words that express

the concept of "Teacher", ie their synonyms, in our research and made them the

object of our work. In the course of our research, we will consider synonyms of the

concept of "Teacher" in German and Uzbek.

Synonyms are words that have different pronunciations, spellings, unifying

meanings (common), additional semantic subtleties, emotional color, use, and so

on. Synonyms are also called synonyms.

Synonyms range from two words to seven to eight or even more words.

The set of synonyms that unite around a meaning is called a synonymous nest or

synonymous series. For example, a teacher, a mentor, a coach, an educator. The

main word in the synonymous nest is called dominant (from the Latin dominantis -

"dominant").

Dominant  (head  word)  is  usually  characterized  by  its  belonging  to  the

modern  literary  language,  its  neutrality  in  emotional  color  and  style,  and  its

frequent use in speech.
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For example, the word teacher has the same character in the synonymous

series teacher, master, teacher, educator, educator.

In the German language of the concept of "teacher" the word "Lehrer" is

dominant, and we will focus on the words that are synonymous with them.

Ausbilder is a teacher, especially a skiing or swimming instructor

Instructor - lot.instructor-organizer, organizer

1. A person who guides subordinate institutions,  social  organizations and

individuals, teaches them how to do something right. The young instructor led the

next woman in. O.Usmanov, Mysterious beach

2. A person who teaches and qualifies a certain specialty. In this city, in

Navoi, a lot of sports work is carried out by public coaches and instructors. (From

the newspaper)

A pedagogue is a teacher who teaches people everything he knows and at the

same time educates them.

Teacher-Greek piadagogos-tutor. Pedagogical specialist; a person engaged in

the upbringing and education of children and youth, a person with special training

in  this  field,  a  teacher.  Mohir  pedagogue.  Team of  school  teachers.  S.Ahmad,

Yulduz is one of the talented teachers who instilled in his students a special love

for geography. The task of the pedagogue is high, complex and noble. "Science

and life".

Pedagogical-1.Pedagogical,  peculiar.  Pedagogical  team.  Pedagogical

activity. Pedagogical skills. Pedagogical practice.

2.Pedagogical.  Pedagogical  works.  Pedagogical  knowledge.  Pedagogical

process

A pedant is a teacher or instructor who engages in academic subjects and

informs students about them

Erzieherin, Erzieher - teacher, educator, pedagogue who teaches theories of

teaching theories and methods
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Educator, tutor. Kindergarten teacher. Educator woman. His proud eyes ...

stared at the teachers, wanted to express his sincere gratitude to Mrs. Nafisa, a

devoted  educator,  to  the  esteemed  Davronov,  who acted  as  a  father.  P.Tursin,

Teacher.  Abdullah  Qahhor  was a  full-fledged educator  of  the youth.  From the

newspaper.

Gouvernante is a female teacher who used to raise and educate children in

the same family.

A meisterschaft is a skilled coach or instructor who teaches a specific sport

  Lehrer is a teacher who teaches at the school

Tutorin, Tutor - a tutor or teacher at a British university or college, a teacher,

an educator, a teacher

A trainer is a teacher or coach who trains a person or team in a sport

Trainer-English  from  trainer-train-means  to  train,  to  train.  An  expert  in

leading the training of athletes in a sport. Football team coach. The coach handed

me the gloves and said, "Save your heart!" I.Rahim, Chinese love. Much of the

sport  in  this  city  is  run  by  community  coaches  and  instructors.  From  the

newspaper. The coach encouraged the student not to get excited, giving his final

advice. From the newspaper.

Vorlesung-lecturer, teacher

Lecturer-Lecturer-Lecturer. A person who reads a lecture

Wiederholungstäter -teacher, tutor, educator, tutor woman

      CONCLUSION. 

A characteristic feature of the concept of "teacher" is that the features are

universal  and  are  present  in  all  national  languages.  Analyzes  showed  that  in

German, Lehrer (teacher) could receive a linguistic dress as follows;

The  word  family  includes  simple  (lehrer),  artificial  (lehrerin),  compound

(Zeichenlehrer,  Schulleiter),  compound  (Lehrerfunktionen),  complex  equine

compounds; (under the Dictation of Lehrers);
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The  verb  is  simple  (lernen),  artificial  (Lehrer  weiß),  compound  (Lehrer

gesucht);

1. Simple (Lehrer), artificial, (alte Lehrer) compound, (Provinzlehrer), compound

compound (ehemaliger Lehrer) belonging to the category of adjectives;

2. Headlong, headward, head over heels, headstrongly;

3. Phrase (Lehrgeld. Lehrgeld (be) zahlen (or geben));

4. Phraseological compound (Lehre annehmen, Eine Lehre geben (erteilen), Eine

Lehre aus etw. Ziehen);

5.Params (mach was der lehrer sagt, tu nicht was er tut)

6.Sentence: (Er ist einer der talentierten Lehrer, der seinen Schülern eine besondere

Liebe zur Geographie vermitteln konnte)

1. Through two or more sentences (text) ..... and so on.

In Uzbek, the concept of "teacher" is defined as follows:

1. Simple (teacher),  artificial  (teacher)  compound, belonging to the category of

nouns, (teacher-pedagogue);

2. Verb conjugation (coaching, teaching children,), verb conjugations (auftauchen,

den Lehrer verraten);

3. Adjectives belonging to the category of adjectives (valuable, knowledgeable,

durable), compound adjectives (text-hearted teacher);

4. The construction of the word ravish (by studying and educating)

5. Vocabulary (master teacher, literate teacher)

6. Phraseological compounds (behaving wisely).

7. Params (do what the teacher says, don't do what he says; tell the truth even if a

sword comes to your head;).

8.  Through  speech  (A  rising  and  rising  teacher  creates  a  bright  future  for

Uzbekistan.

9. Sentences with two or more meanings (the concept of a teacher is based on the

knowledge of the younger generation - mental maturity - a person who creates a
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worldview, human beliefs, duties and responsibilities, moral qualities inherent in

the people of our society)
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